FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Raz-Lee Security Joins McAfee Security Innovation Alliance
Partnership driven by joint customer’s needs to have greater interoperability
between the security products and solutions they deploy
Nanuet, NY (February 28, 2013) – Raz-Lee Security, a leading provider of IBM i security, auditing and
compliance solutions, today announced that it has joined the McAfee® Security Innovation Alliance™
(SIA) partner program. As a member of the McAfee SIA program, Raz-Lee Security will integrate relevant
products from its iSecurity suite with McAfee Database Activity Monitoring (DAM), enabling customers
running IBM i (AS/400) systems to leverage their investments in McAfee software while adding
complementary capabilities not found in McAfee’s core offerings.

iSecurity’s integration with McAfee DAM will entail collection and transfer of DB2 activity originating on
the IBM i. As is the case with DB2 activity originating on other platforms, the McAfee sensor will receive
activity from iSecurity, and will evaluate the activity and communicate with the DAM server to apply
policy rules and report on activity. The integration of IBM i based DB2 data with similar data collected on
other platforms is the added-value from which joint customers will benefit.

Shmuel Zailer, CEO/CTO of Raz-Lee Security said: "Raz-Lee is proud to be part of McAfee’s SIA partner
program. The use of iSecurity solutions will enable multi-platform users of McAfee’s DAM software to
incorporate database and security-related information originating from IBM i systems. Implementing
jointly integrated solutions will help mutual customers enjoy faster time to deployment and lower total
cost of ownership.”

“We are pleased to add Raz-Lee Security to the McAfee Security Innovation Alliance,” said Ed Barry, vice
president of the Security Innovation Alliance, McAfee. “Our partnership with Raz-Lee Security will
enable IBM i customers to leverage the benefits of McAfee’s DAM solutions by delivering an integrated
and comprehensive security and database monitoring solution.”

About Raz-Lee Security Inc. and iSecurity
Raz-Lee Security is a leading international provider of security, auditing and compliance (SOX, PCI,
HIPAA, etc.) solutions for the IBM i. Raz-Lee’s customers include companies of all sizes, from SMBs to
enterprises with hundreds of systems, in all vertical markets and industries. Financial institutions such as
banks and insurance companies are especially well represented amongst Raz-Lee’s clientele.

The iSecurity suite of products includes both infrastructure security solutions which protect network
access, monitor and report on system activities, manage user profiles and authorities, track software
changes, etc., and application security solutions which audit database activity, provide real-time alerts
when critical business data changes, enable Business Intelligence analysis of application data changes
and much more. iSecurity has full multi-LPAR management capabilities and works in both green-screen
full GUI modes.
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